
TopSEOs Canada Awards “A+” to 1st On The List 
for Website Quality Audit Services to Uncover 
Reasons Why Web Pages Won’t Rank or
Get Indexed by the Search Engines

Vancouver, British Columbia– TopSEOs Canada recently announced that 1
st
 on the List Promotion Inc. scored a 

99.8% user rating for Website Quality Audit Services earning this Vancouver based search engine optimization 
company an A+ and a #2 position on TopSEOs list for “Best Website Audit Company in Canada”.  In response to
an increased demand by website owners to better understand why their web pages won’t rank or fail to get indexed in
the major search engines like Google, Bing and Yahoo, 1

st
 on the List conducts comprehensive website quality audit 

services and website ranking analysis as part of their expert search engine optimization services.

Each month, TopSEOs generates a report with a list of the best search engine optimization companies based on user 
reviews. This recent acknowledgement for 1

st
 on the List can be added to their impressive list of TopSEOs.com awards 

including ongoing recognition for Best SEO Company Canada, Best Integrated Search Company Canada and Best
Pay Per Click Management Company.

“As one of the pioneering firms in the Search Engine Optimization industry we have developed deep capabilities in 
competitive website analysis and identifying the underlying site design and server configuration issues. Experience has 
proven that the more issues we can identify and resolve the better the potential the website has to rank well in the 
search engines,” explains 1

st
 on the List President Chris Genge.

The TopSEO Site Audit ranking consists of a set of criteria that measures the firm’s dependability in terms of reliability 
and integrity, plus the ability to use systematic methodology in designing a custom plan according to individual client 
needs. TopSEO’s performance ratings are also based on how efficiently target results are achieved as well as the 
firm’s ability and willingness to find alternate solutions and quickly resolve any issues that may arise.

Genge adds, “In the long run, most companies benefit financially by conducting a Website Quality Audit before delving 
into any type of Search Engine Optimization Services because the Site Audit gives optimizers a much greater
picture of the website’s overall health. Website Quality Audits can uncover simple issues such as duplicate content or 
orphaned pages, which can be quick to remedy. Or it can uncover major issues such as the server blocking crawlers or 
the search engine robots excluding either the entire site or some of the site’s key files. A good site audit also provides
a sound framework for proceeding with SEO. At the end of the Website Quality Audit the goal is to be confident that the 
website can be crawled and indexed and has the potential to be properly understood and ranked by the Search 
Engines. Our experience is that clients feel much more comfortable knowing they are starting off with a healthy, SEO 
Friendly website.”

About 1
st

 On The List Promotion Inc: 1
st
 On The List Promotion Inc. is a professional search engine optimization 

company that specializes in website quality audits plus on page and off page search engine optimization strategies for 
website owners throughout North America. Over the last 15 years 1

st
 on the list has earned a strong reputation for SEO 

best practices, providing expert advice to help websites become more “search engine friendly”. Clients of 1
st
 on the List 

experience outstanding long term results earning top rankings and market leadership on all the major search engines 
thanks to company’s site audit capabilities. To learn more visit https://www.1stonthelist.ca/

For more information about Website Quality Audits or to schedule an interview, contact 1
st
 on the List.
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